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ABSTRACT 
Let S be a nonempty finite set with cardinality m. Let M be a matroid on S with 
no loops. The covering number of an element x in S is the smallest positive integer k 
such that x is a coloop of the union of k copies of M. We investigate connections 
between the structure of M and the values of the covering numbers of elements of S. 
Applications to the study of the rank partition and generalized matrix functions are 
presented. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a nonempty finite set with cardinality m. Let M be a matroid 
on S with no loops. The set of parts of S 
{ I 1 U .-. t.) I k : I i is an independent set of M, i = 1 . . . . .  k} 
is the set of independents of  a matroid (the sum of k copies of M).  We 
denote this matroid by M ~k~. The rank of M ~k) is denoted by pk(M). We use 
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the convention p0(M) = 0. It is known [4] that the sequence 
( pi(M)),e{0 . . . . . .  } 
is increasing and concave, i.e., 
(i) Po(M) <. Pl(M) ~< -" ~< Pm(M); 
(ii) pl (U)  - Po(M) ~ p2(M) - pl(M) ~ ... ~ Pm(M) - pm_l(U). 
It was also observed that 
[ pi( M)  - pi_ l (M)]  = Pm( M)  = m. 
i=1  
The sequence p(M) = (p l (M)  - po(M), p2(M) - pl(M) . . . . .  pro(M) 
- Pro- l(M)) is called the rank partition of M. If M is the vectorial matroid 
defined by the rows of a matrix B, we call p(M) the rank partition of B. This 
sequence has been studied recently in several papers [2-5, 7] and shown to 
be an adequate tool to describe the conditions for vanishing of immanents 
over positive semidefinite matrices. We say that a matrix B leave invariant on 
A the value of a generalized matrix function d if d(A) = d(BA). 
In this paper we use the notion of covering number of a matroid element 
to partially describe the set of the complex invertible matrices B that leave 
invariant the value on A of the immanent [generalized matrix function] 
associated to the irreducible C-character X, when A is a Fixed matrix with 
rank partition equal to X' [respectively MP( X)']. 
We also use this concept to describe the relations between the rank 
partition of a matroid and the rank partitions of its restrictions. We prove that 
the interlacing inequalities hold between the terms of the rank partition of a 
matroid M on S and the rank partition of the restriction of M to a subset of 
S, and that, for a certain class of matroids, they describe completely the 
relations between these rank partitions. 
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the 
combinatorial terminology and notation (matroid partitions). In Section 3 we 
study three-element circuits and their connection with the structure of a 
matroid. This study will be especially relevant in Section 5, where we study 
the effect on the value of d,(B) of an elementary row operation on B. In 
Section 4 we characterize the relations between the rank partition of a 
matroid M and the rank partition of the restrictions of M. Again these results 
are especially relevant in Section 5. The Section 5 provides results that 
characterize certain classes of matrices that leave invariant he value of a 
given generalized matrix function on a matrix A. 
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Let m be a positive integer. An improper partition of m is a sequence of 
nonnegative integers O/= (o/1 . . . . .  O/r) satisfying 
~ o/i=m. 
i=1 
I f  O/ = (Oq . . . . .  O/r) is an improper  partition of  m and O/1 >~ O/2 >~ " ' "  ~ O/r, 
we say that O/ is a partition of m. We do not distinguish between two 
partitions that differ by a sequence of zeros. I f  O/= (o/1 . . . . .  O/r) is a partition 
of  m and O/r > 0, we say that r is the length of  O/ (i.e. the greatest k such 
that O/k > 0). 
Let  O/= (o/1 . . . . .  O/r) be a partition of  m. Suppose that n I terms of a are 
equal to 1, n 2 terms of O/ are equal to 2 and, in general, n~ terms of a are 
equal to i, i = 1 . . . . .  m. We use also, as notation for the partition O/, the 
finite sequence 
O/= (mnm,(m-  1) n'-I . . . . .  lnl).  
I f  ni = 0, then i"' is usually left out. 
Let a = (a  1 . . . . .  O/r) be a partition of  m with length r. We associate to 
O/ its Young diagram, denoted by [o/], consisting of  m boxes arranged in r 
rows such that every row begins in the same column and row i has O/i boxes, 
i = 1 . . . . .  r. Let O/= (o/1 . . . . .  O/r) be a partition of  m. We define a corner 
of [o/] as a box ( i , j )  such that O/4 = j  and O/i+1 < O/i (we are assuming 
O/r+ 1 = 0). For  example, in [ a ] = [(3, 2, 2)], the box (1, 3) is a comer  of  [ O/]. 
Let O/= (o/1 . . . . .  O/r ) be a partition of  m. The sequence a '  = (o/'1 . . . . .  
O/'), where 
O/; =l{J: =J i}1, i=  1 . . . . .  m,  
(I I denotes cardinality) is a partition of  m called the conjugate partition 
of  O~. 
Let a = (o/1 . . . . .  O/r) and /3 = (/31 . . . . .  /3t) be partitions of  m. We say 
that O/dominates/3 and we write O/~/3  if 
J J 
i=i i=i 
j = 1 . . . . .  max{r, t}. 
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where we set a: = 0 if i > r and /3 i = 0 if i > t. It is well known [10] that 
a ~/3  if and only i f /3 '  ~ a ' .  
Let M be a matroid on a nonempty finite set S of cardinality m with no 
loops. The restriction of M to A ___ S is denoted by M I A. The closure of A 
[the rank of A] is denoted by el M (A)  [rk M (A)], or simply by el(A) [rk(A)] if 
there is no ambiguity to avoid. An element x in S is a coloop of M if x 
belongs to every basis of M (does not belong to any circuit of M). I f  x ~ S 
and x is not a coloop of M, we say that x is a noncoloop of M. The least 
positive integer c such that 
pc(M) = IS l  
is called the covering number of M. The covering number of x ~ S is the 
smallest positive integer k such that x is a coloop of M (k). We denote the 
coveting number  of x by sx(M). Since we are assuming that M does not 
have loops, M (m) is the free matroid on S and then Sx(M) <~ m for every 
x~S.  
We denote by , ,~(M) or simply by ~ the set of elements of S with 
covering number  i, i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Recalling the remarks in the introduction, we can easily see that the rank 
partition of M is a partition of m. 
The following theorem is contained in [4]. 
THEOREM 2.1. I f  ~ is a basis of M (k), there exist k pairwise disjoint 
independent sets B 1 . . . . .  B k of M such that 
(i) B 1 U --. U B t is a basis of M (t), t = 1 . . . . .  k; 
(ii) B 1 U . . .  UB  k =~' .  
Moreover clM(B 1) ___ ClM(B 2) ~ "" D clM(Bk). 
Let o~' be a basis of M (k). A family (B 1 . . . . .  B k) satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 2.1 is called a factorization of 3 .  We will often write that 
~ '=~1 U. . .  UB  k 
is a factorization of ~ ,  meaning that (~ l  . . . . .  ~k)  is a factorization of ~ .  
DEFINITION. A set T ___ S is an r-transversal of M if there exists a 
family of r pairwise disjoint subsets of T, ( I  i) i ~ 0 . . . . . .  }, satisfying: 
(1) I i is a basis of M I T, i = 1 , . . . ,  r; 
(2) T = U r= : ]i" 
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It is known that T is an r-transversal if and only if T is independent in 
M (r) and ITI = r rkM(T). 
It can be seen [1] that if T 1 and T 2 are maximal k-transversals of M then 
el(T1) = eI(T~). (1) 
3. THE COVERING NUMBER OF A MATROID ELEMENT 
The main purpose of this section is to provide tools for dealing, within a 
matroid setting, with the elementary row operations on matrices. In fact, 
underlying an elementary row operation (add to row L i the row ~Lj, ~ in U:) 
there is a three-element circuit {Li, Lj, L~ + uLj}. Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 give 
the connections between the structure of the three-element circuits and the 
covering number of the elements of the matroid restrictions obtained from M 
by a single deletion. In Section 5 we make extensive use of these results. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M be a matroid on S with no loops. For x ~ S, 
s (M) > k 
i f  and only if  there exists a k-transversal T satisfying x ~ elM(T) \ T. 
Proof. I f  T is k-transversal nd x ~ elM(T) \ T, then since CI~¢~(T) 
= elM(T), there exists a circuit ~ of M (k~ contained in T L) x. Therefore 
x ~ ~,  and x is not a eoloop of M (k~. Conversely, if x is a noncoloop of 
M (k), then there exists a basis ~ '  of M (k) such that x ~.  Then if T is the 
maximum k-transversal contained in ~,  we have x ~ elM(T) \ T. • 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let M be a matroid on S, and let x be a noncoloop of 
M. Let A c S \ x be an independent set of M. There exists a basis ~ of M 
satisfying x q~ ~ and Acc_ ~.  
LEMMA 3.4. Let M be a matroid on S, and let x, y, z ~ S be such that 
{x, y, z} is a circuit of M. I f  
s (M I (S \ > s (Ml(S \ z)), (2) 
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then 
(i) sy(M I (S \ x)) >t sy(M I (S \ z)); 
(ii) sy(M I (S \ x)) > sz(M I (S \ x)). 
Proof. (i): Let s = sy(M I (S \ z)). There exists a circuit ~' in (M I (S 
\ z)) (~-l} such that y is in ~" and x does not belong to ~. Then 
___S \{x ,z} .  Therefore c~ is a circuit of (M I (S  \x ) )  ('-1~ and y is 
noneoloop of (M I (S \ x))(s - 1). Then 
s~(M I (S \x ) )  >~s~(Ml(S\~)). 
(ii): By (i), sy(M I (S \ x)) >i sy(M I (S \ z)). Using now the condition 
(2), we have sy(M I (S \ z)) > Sx(M l (S \ z)). Thus sy(M I (S \ x)) > 1. 
Assume that sz(M I (S \ x)) >1 sy(M I (S \ x)) = t > 1. 
l~t  ~ be a basis of M I (S \ x) (t- l) that does not contain z. Let U be 
the inclusion maximum (t - D-transversal contained in /3. Then 
u~_s\{x,z}. 
Since there exists a basis of (M I (S \ x)) (t- 1) to which y does not belong, 
then y ~ el(U) and z, y ~ el(U). Therefore x ~ el{y, z} ___ cI(U) and then 
x ~ el(U) \ U. Using Proposition 3.2, we conclude that x is a noncoloop of 
M I (S \ z) (t-l). So we have 
s~(MI (S \ z)) /> sy(M I (S \ x)). 
Using (i), we get 
sy(Ml (S  \x ) )  >lsy(MI (S \ z ) )  > s~(MI (S  \ z ) )  
/> sy(MI (s \ x)). 
Contradiction. i 
THEOREM 3.5. Let M be a matroid on S, and let x, y, z ~ S be such that 
{x, y, z} is a circuit of M. If 
sy(M I (S \ z)) > Sx(MI (S \ z)) 
then sx(M I (S \ z)) = sz(M I (S \ x)). 
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Proof. 
Case 1: sx(Ml (S  \ z ) )= 1. Assume that s~(Mt(S  \ x ) )> 1. Then 
there exists a circuit W 1 such that z ~ W1 and x ~ ~1- By the strong 
elimination axiom applied to W1 and {x, y, z} we conclude that there exists a 
circuit ~'2 of M I (S \ z) such that x ~ ~'~. Contradiction. 
Case 2: s~(MI (S  \ z ) )> 1. Assume that k =sx(Ml (S  \ z ) ) -  1. 
Since x is a noncoloop of M I (S \ z) ~k~, there exists a basis ~ of M I (S \ 
z) ~k~ not containing x. Let W be the inclusion maximum k-transversal 
contained in ~' .  Since 
sy(MI (s \ z)) > sx(M I (s \ z)), 
y ~ el(W). It follows that x, y ~ el(W) and z ~ cl({x, y}) c el(W). Then 
z ~ el(W) \ W. Therefore, since W _ S \ x, z is a noncoloop of M I (S \ 
x) (k~. Consequently we have sx(M t (S \ z)) <~ sz(M l (S \ x)). Using 
Lemma 3.4(ii) and an argument of symmetry, we get s~(M [ (S \ z)) = 
sz(M I (S \ x)). • 
THEOREM 3.6. Let M be a matroid on S, and let x, y, z ~ S be such that 
{x, y, z} is a circuit of M. I f  
sy(MI (S \ z)) > sx(Ml(S \ z)), 
then for every w ~ S \ {x, z}, 
sw(Mt (S  \ z ) )  =sw(Ml (S  \x ) ) .  
Proof. We are going to prove that sw(M l (S \ x)) >1 sw(M L (S \ z)). 
Case 1: t =sw(Ml (S  \ z ) )>sx(Ml (S  \ z ) )=s .  Let ~ '  be abasis 
of M I (S \ z) ~t-l~ that does not contain w. Let ~ be the fundamental 
circuit of w on ~ in M I (S \ z) ~t-l~. Since sx(M I (S \ z)) <<, t - 1, we 
have x ~ ~ and ~ is a circuit of M t (S \ x) ~t-l~. Therefore w is not a 
coloop of M I(S \ x) ~t-l~. So we have sw(M l (S \ x)) >1 sw(M l (S \ z)) 
~-- t .  
Case 2: t  =s2(MI (S  \ z)) <~ sx(Ml (S  \ z ) )= s. By hypothesis 
~(MI (S  \ ~)) > ~(Mt(S  \ z)). 
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As a result we get, in this case, w 4: y. I f  t = 1 then clearly sw(M I (S \ x)) 
>i 1 = sw(M I (S  \ z)). So we can assume that t > 1. Let sy(M I (S \ z)) 
= r. Let ~ be a circuit of  (M I (S \ z)) (r- l) containing y. We can easily 
see that w, x ~t~ because w, x are coloops of M I (S \ z) (r-l). Choose 
a 4= y in ~.  Then ~ '=-~ \ a is an ( r  - 1)-transversal of M I (S \ z). Let 
~=v~u...uv,_: 
be a factorization of  ~'~. Assume w.l.o.g, that y ~ V1, and denote by ~Z the 
transversal 
• "= v, u .-. u v,_~. 
As w ~t ~Z and w is a noncoloop of M I(S \ z) (t-l), using Proposition 3.3 
we guarantee that there exists a basis 5~ of (M I (S  \ z)) (t-l) such that 
w ~t~'  and 5~' D_ ~'. Let 
, .~  = B 1 U . . .  U B t_  t 
be a factorization of 8 .  We claim that there exists a basis of M I (S \ x) (t- t) 
not containing w and then sw(M I (S \ z)) <~ sw(M I (S \ x). 
(i) x ~t o~'. Then ~ '  is a basis of M I (S \ {x, z}) (t- 1) [remark that the rank 
of M I(S \ z) (t-:) is greater than or equal to the rank of (M I (S \ 
{x, z})(t-:))]. Then 
Pt_ l (M I (S \ z ) )  = Pt_l( M I (S \ {x ,z}) ) .  
The previous theorem ensures that t ~ s , (M I (S \ z)) = sz(M I (S \ x)). 
It follows that z is a noncoloop of M I (S \ x) (t- 1) and 
p,_ , (Ml (S  \ x)) = pt_l(Ml (S \ {x, z}) )  = I~1, 
Therefore ~ is a basis o f (M I (S \ x)) ( t - l )  and w ~t~.  
(ii) x~.  Let V~=B,  f3~Z, i = 1 . . . . .  t -  1. Let i , j~{1 . . . . .  t -  1} 
^ 
such that x ~ B i and y ~ Vj. Define 
B~ = B t l ~ i , j ;  
B ,= B i \  U~ and B~= \ UV  i .  
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Therefore 
= tO - . .  u B I_ I  
is a factorization of ~ ,  and x, y ~ B~. Since {x, y, z} is the fundamental 
circuit of z on (a basis of M that contains) B~, we have/3, --- (B~ \ x) tO z is 
independent. As a result we have 
,~ =n l l  U "'" U nl_ 1 U ~ U "'" U B;_ 1 
is an independent set of M (t- 1) and x ~ ~.  Thus, because z is a noncoloop 
of M I (S \ x) {t- 1} (recall Theorem 3.5), we can argue as before to conclude 
that ~ is a basis of M I (S \ x) (t- l) and w ~.  
Using Theorem 3.5, Lemma 3.4 and an argument of symmetry we get 
sw(M I (S \ z)) >f sw(M I (S \ x)). • 
THEOREM 3.7. Let M be a matroid on S with no loops. Let V 1 . . . . .  V e 
the connected components of  M. I f  x ~ V i, i ~ {1 . . . . .  e}, we have 
sx( M)  = sx( M I V,). 
Proof. Since M {k) = (M I V1) {k} • (M I V~) {k} • .-. O (M I Ve){k}, we 
see that x is a coloop o f (M I Vi) (k) if and only if x is a coloop of M (k}. • 
4. BRANCHING FOR THE RANK PARTITION 
In this section we characterize the relations between the rank partition of 
a matroid M and the rank partition of the restrictions of M. 
The results of this section together with those obtained in Section 3 
provide the tools needed to relate the rank partition of a matrix A and the 
rank partition of the matrix A' obtained from A by performing elementary 
row operations. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let M be a matroid with no loops on a set S of 
cardinality m. Let p (M)  = ( r  1 . . . . .  r m) be the rank partition of  M. Then: 
(1) I f  y ~ S, there exists i ~ {1 . . . . .  m} such that 
(i" 1 . . . . .  i 'm_,) = p( M I (S  \ y ) )  = ( r  1 . . . . .  r , _ l , r  i - I ,G .  1 . . . rm) ,  
(3) 
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Moreover, i = sy(M).  
(2) Let i ~ {1 . . . . .  m}, and set rm+ 1 = O. I f  ~ ~ Othen  r~ > ri+ 1. 
(3) The foUowing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) I f  i ~ {1 . . . . .  m} and r i > ri+ 1, then there exists y ~ S such that 
p (MI (S  \ y))  = ( r  1 . . . . .  r i _ l , r  i - -  1, r i+  1 . . . . .  rm). 
(b) For every i ~ {1 . . . . .  m} we have 
r i>r i+  1 ~ 97 i~0.  
Proof. We start by observing that if y ~ S and j ~ {1 . . . . .  m} then 
[p j (M)  if j <sy(M) ,  
p j (M l (S \y ) )  = ip j (M)  -1  if j>~sy(M) .  
(1): Taking i -- sy(M),  71j = p j (M I (S \ y)), j = 1 . . . . .  m, and using the 
preceding observation, we get 
p( M I ( S \ y ) )  = (~h, ~?e - 7q, . . . . .  ~?,_, - ~1,_2, ~1, - ~7,_,, 
= ( r l ,  r 2 . . . . .  r i _  l ,  r i - 1 ,  r ,+  1 . . . . .  rm) .  
(2): hnmediate from (1). 
(3): Immediate from (1). • 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let M be a matroid on S, i ~ {1 . . . . .  m}, and x, y ~ ja~. 
Then 
p(MJ  (S  \x ) )  = p(M[  (S  \ y ) ) .  
Proof. Immediate from (1) of the preceding theorem. • 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let M be a matroid with no loops on a set S of  
cardinality m. Let p (M)  = ( r  1 . . . . .  rm). Let A be a subset of  S of  cardinality 
k, and let p (M I A) = (rl . . . . .  rk). Then for  every t ~ {l . . . . .  k} we have 
r t+(m-k)  <~ rt <~ rt" 
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Proof. The proof goes by induction on m - k. The case m - k = i was 
proved in the preceding theorem. Assume that A has k elements and let 
y ~ S \A .  Then i f  
p (M I ( A U y ) )  = (~, . . . . .  rk+ 1) 
we have by induction hypothesis 
r t+(m-k -1)  <~ rt <~ I t ,  t = 1 . . . . .  k + 1. (4) 
Using now the preceding theorem, we have 
~t+l~t<~?t ,  t= l  . . . . .  k. 
Combining now Equations (4) and (5), we get the result. 
(5) 
DEFINITION 4.11. Let M be a matroid on a set S of cardinality m with 
no loops, and let p (M)= ( r  1 . . . . .  rm). Let p(MY = (r~ . . . . .  r ' )  be the 
conjugate partition of p(M).  Suppose that the covering number of M is c. A 
sequence (T  1 . . . . .  Trl) of subsets of S satisfying 
(i) rk(T i )= i , i=  1 . . . . .  r 1, 
(ii) T i is an r~-transversal, i = 1 . . . . .  r 1, 
(iii) CI(T 1) c el(T2) c ... c cI(Trl) 
is called a regular sequence of transversals. We say that a regular sequence is 
embeddable if there exists a factorization (B 1 . . . . .  B c) of S (as basis of M (c)) 
satisfying 
T i c_ B 1 tJ ... U Br:, i = 1 . . . . .  rp  (6) 
In these conditions we say also that (B 1 . . . . .  B c) is an embedding of 
(T 1 . . . . .  r r l ) .  
B, EMARKS. 
1. Observe that not every regular sequence of transversals is embed- 
dable, as we can see in the following example: Let V be a vector space, and 
let (e 1, e 2, e 3) be a family of linearly independent vectors of V. Let x 1 . . . . .  x s 
be the vectors of V, 
X 1 -~- e l ,  x 2 ~ e2 ,  x 2 ~ e3,  x 4 -~- 2e l ,  
x 5 = 2e2 ,  x 6 = 2e3 ,  X 7 = 3e2, x s = e I -- e•. 
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Let M be the vectorial matroid whose underlying set is the set {x 1 . . . . .  Xs}. 
Then p(M)  = (3, 3, 2). Define 
rl  = {x~, xs, xT}, 
7"5 = {xx, x~, x, ,  xs, xT, xs}, 
T~ = {x~, x~, x~, x,, x~, x~}. 
Then (T l, T 2, T 3) is a regular sequence of transversals which is not embed- 
dable. 
2. It is easy to see that if (B 1 . . . . .  B~) is an embedding of a regular 
sequence of transversals (T  1 . . . . .  Trl), then Tr, ¢q (B 1 U -.. U B i) is an i-maxi- 
mal transversal Of M, i = 1 . . . . .  c. 
3. I f  (B 1 . . . . .  B~) is an embedding of the regular sequence of transver- 
sals (T  1 . . . . .  Trl), then for all i ~ {1 . . . . .  c} and j ~ {2 . . . . .  r i} 
I[n, n cl(Tj)] \ [n,  n cI(Tj_I)] I  = 1. 
In fact by hypothesis cI(Tj_ 1) c cI(Tj). Therefore B, N cI(Tj_ 1) ~ B, O cI(Tj). 
But IB i f~ eI(Tj)I = j  and IB i n cI(Tj_I)I = j  - 1. Thus the conclusion fol- 
lows. 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let  M be a matroid on a set S, and let 
I f  
p(M)  = (pSp, (p  _ 1)sp-1 . . . . .  2,2, 1~). 
sl  . . . . .  Sp >i 2, (7) 
then M has an embeddable regular sequence of  transversals. 
Proof. Let  (r '  1 . . . . .  r'~) be the conjugate partition of p(M) .  Let  c be the 
covering number of M, a~ad let (B 1 . . . . .  B c) be a factorization of S (as basis 
of M(C)). Let i ~ {1 . . . . .  p}. By the condition (7), there exists t ~ {1 . . . . .  c} 
such that I Btl = i, and it is easy to conclude that the greatest  satisfying the 
equality IB t I = i is r[. 
Let T" be the maximum (r[ - 1)-transversal contained in B 1 U ... U 
Br',- 1, and define 
T, = T; U Br,. 
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Then, since Br; C_ cl(Ti') and s i >/2, we have 
i = rk(Brl ) ~< rk(Ti' ) ~< rR(Br,_I) = i. 
So rk(Ti') = i which implies that T i is an r~-transversal and rk(T~) = i. 
Consider the sequence (T 1 . . . . .  Tp). For every i E {1 . . . .  , p - 1}, 
cl(Ti)  ~-~ Cl(Br: ) c cl(Br:÷, ) -~- CI(Ti+I) .  
So (T 1 . . . . .  Tp) is a regular sequence of transversals and, by construction, is
embeddable. • 
The following statement can be easily derived using standard arguments 
of matroid theory. 
LEMMA 4.13. Let M be a matroid and ~ a basis of M. I f  z is a 
noncoloop of M in ~,  there exists w q~ ~ such that z belongs to the 
fundamental circuit of w with respect o ~.  
LEMMa 4.14. Let M be a matroid on S, with no loops. Let c be the 
covering number of M. Let p = p(M)  = (r l . . . . .  rc). Assume that M has an 
embeddable regular sequence of transversals, (T 1 . . . . .  T~I), and let 
( B~ . . . . .  B c) be an embedding of (T 1 . . . . .  Trl). Consider the filling of the 
boxes of [p] that puts in the box (i, j), i = 1 . . . . .  c, the element sij of the 
one-element set 
B, n el(T1) if j = 1, 
{sq} = [B, N cI(Tj)] \ [B, N cI(Tj_I) ] if  j = 2 . . . . .  r,. 
Then if y ~ S occupies a comer of p in row i, then the following two 
conditions hold: 
(1) y ~,  i.e., p (MI (S  \y ) )  =(r  1 . . . . .  r i_ l , r  i - 1 . . . . .  rm). 
(2) M I (S \ y) has a regular embeddable sequence of transversals. 
Proof. 
CLAIM 1. For i = 1 . . . .  , c, 
CI(Be) = closure of the i-raaxiraal transversals of M = cl(Tr, ) . 
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Proof.  We know that Tr, c__ B 1 U ... U Br,r. Let  T'r,.j = Bj (~ Tr, , j = 
1 . . . . .  r'r. Then, as was remarked before, 
Tr', 1 U "" U T,~,~ 
is an i-maximal transversal contained in B 1 U "" U B~. Since 
rk(B,)  = r~ = rk(T~,) = rk (T ' . , ) ,  
we conclude that cl(Tr ) = cl(Tr' i) = cI(B~), and then the claim is proved. • 
CLAIM 2. I f  z is a noncoloop o f  M ( i), then z ~ oI(Bi+I). 
Proof.  I f  z does not belong to  B 1 U " -  U B i then clearly z ~ CI(Bi+I). 
I f  z ~ B 1 U ... U B i, and z is a noncoloop of M (0, by Lemma 4.13 there 
exists w ~ B~+ 1 U ."  U B c such that z belongs to the fundament circuit 
of w with respect to the basis B l U - . -UB~ of M (°. Let 7 ~=Tr,+l  
¢q(B 1 U ... U B~). Since, by Claim 1, w ~ CI(B~+ 1) = el(7~), we see that 
7 ~ U w is a dependent set in M 0). Let ,,~ be the circuit of M (0 contained in 
7 ~ u w. It can be easily seen that w ~ and ~\  w c T. Thus 22" is the 
fundamental circuit of  w in the basis B 1 U ... U B~ of M (0, and then 
z ~X¢~\ w --- W\  w ___7 ~. 
Therefore, z ~ c1(7 ~) = CI(B~+I). 
Suppose that y fills the box(i ,  ri). Since y ~ CI(Tr- 1) then y ~ Cl(Bi+ 1) 
_ cl(Tr_l). Thus y is a coloop of M (). On the other hand y ~ B 1 U .." U 
Bi_ 1. Then Y is not a coloop of M (i- 1). Therefore y ~ ~[. So we get 
p(M I (S \ y ) )  --- ( r  1 . . . . .  ri_ 1, r i -- 1, ri+ 1 . . . . .  rm).  
Proof of (2): Let s 1 =r  1 if y ~B1,  and s 1 =r  1 -  1 otherwise. Let 
d = c if y ~ B c or IBcl ~ 1, and d = c - 1 otherwise. Define 
7~ = Tj, j = 1 . . . . .  r/ - 1, r~ + 1 . . . . .  8"1, 
and 
Tri = Tr, \ B,.  
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Let  Bj = Bj, j = 1 . . . . .  i - 1, i + 1 . . . . .  d, and /3i = Bi \ Y. Then it is easy 
to see that (T 1 . . . . .  Tsl) is a regular embeddable sequence of transversals and 
(/~1 . . . . .  nd) is an embedding of(f~ . . . . .  7~s,). • 
In Theorem 4.8 it is proved that the relations (3) hold between the rank 
part i t ion ( r  I . . . . .  r m) of M and the rank partition of the restrictions of M to 
subsets of S obtained by single deletion. Lemma 4.14 asserts that if M has an 
embeddable regular sequence of transversals, the relations (3) are also 
sufficient for the existence of a singleton whose deletion leads to a restriction 
of M with rank partition. 
(r~ . . . . .  r'm_l). 
It can be easily seen that the relations (3) are equivalent to the interlacing 
inequalities 
ri+l<~r~<<.ri, i=1  . . . . .  m-1 .  
Theorem 4.16 states that, within the same constraints on M, interlacing 
inequalities are also necessary and sufficient for the existence of a restriction 
of M (to a subset of S obtained by a larger deletion) with prescribed rank 
partition. The proof of this result goes by induction. The next lemma is 
crucial for the induction argument in Theorem 4.16. 
LEMMA 4.15. Let A=(A  1 . . . . .  A m) be a partition of  m and I~= 
( tZl . . . . .  P~k) be a partition o fk  < m satisfying 
Ai+(m-k) ~< //'i ~< Ai, i = 1 , . . . ,  k. (s) 
There exists a partition A* = (A~ . . . . .  h*_ l) of  m - 1 such that 
ht+l ~<h* ~<h i , i=  1 . . . . .  m-  1, (9) 
and 
h*+(m_k)_ 1 ~< /x i ~< h*, i = 1 . . . . .  k. (10) 
Proof. Define /zj=0 fo r j=•  \{1 ..... k} and h i=0 fo r j~  \ 
{1 . . . . .  m}. 
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Assume that for every i = 1 . . . . .  k we have 
A~+(m_k)_ 1 ~ /x~. 
We will show that there exists an integer t ~ m satisfying 
A t > At+ 1 and /6 < At. (11) 
Suppose that such an integer does not exist. Let 1 < t I < ... < t r <, m be 
the integers such that At~ > At~+l , 8 = 1 . . . . .  r. Since (11) does not  hold, 
At1 = /xt. Therefore A 1 . . . . .  Atl = /xl . . . . .  /61" Using the same type 
of arguments,  we can conclude that A i = /z~, i = 1 . . . . .  t r .  But, by definit ion 
of t r ,  At, +1 = 0. Then  A i = ~i, i = 1 . . . . .  m. Therefore 
m= ~Ai= ~lx i=k .  
i=1  i=1 
Contradict ion.  By the observations above there exists a t ~ m such that 
A t > At+ 1 and /6 < At- Make 
A* = (A 1 . . . . .  At_ 1, A t - 1At+ 1 . . . . .  Am_l) .  
It is easy to see that A* satisfies (9) and (10). 
Case 2. For  somei  ~{1 . . . . .  k}wehave  
Ai+(m_k)_ 1 > txi. 
Suppose that j is the smallest integer with this property. Then  
m-k <~m-[A 1 "}-"'" -4-Aj_ 1 "4 - (m-k) (A j+(m_k)_  1 - 1) 
+Aj+(m +Am] 
m-/x  l+ ' ' '+tz  k 
~m-k .  
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Th l l s  
[ aj - (aj÷,m ~, 1 
~m--k°  
Therefore 
and 
Then 
-- 1)] +. . .+[h j+(m_k)_ l - (A j+(m_k)_  1 - 1)] 
}L j  . . . . .  i~ j+(m_k)_ l ,  
(/~1 . . . . .  /~m) = (~'~1 . . . . .  ['l~j-- l '  ]~j -}- 1 . . . . .  [ .L j+(m_k)_ 1 + 1, 
[d~j + (m-  k ) . . . . .  [d~k . . . . .  ~l~m ) " 
~* : (~1 ..... Aj+~._~_~, ~ j+~_~_~ - 1, ~ j+~_~ ..... ~.) 
satisfies the conditions (9) and (10). • 
THEOREM 4.16. Let M be a matroid on the set S of  cardinality m, 
without loops, and let 
p = p(M)  = ( r  I . . . .  , rm). 
Assume that M has an embeddable regular sequence of  transversals. Let 
= (r l  . . . . .  rk) be a partition o fk  satisfying 
ri+(,~-k) <~ ri <<- ri, i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
Then there exists a subset A of  S such that p(M I A) = ~. 
Proof. Define r ,=0 if i~  ~l \{1  . . . . .  m} and ~,=0 if i~  • \ 
{1 . . . . .  k}. We use induction on m - k. I f  m - k = 1, then there exists an 
i ~ {1 . . . . .  m} such that r~ > r,+ 1 and 
= ( r  1 . . . . .  ri_ x, r i - 1, rt+ 1 . . . . .  rm). 
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By lemma 4.14 there exists a y ~ S such that 
p(MI (S  \ y ) )  = ( r  I . . . . .  ri_l,r i - 1, ri+ 1 . . . . .  rm). 
The proof is then concluded for m - k = 1. Let m - k > 1. From Lemma 
~g 
4.15 there exists A* = (A~ . . . . .  Am_ 1) such that 
ri+ 1 ~< A* ~< ri, i = 1 . . . . .  m - 1, (12) 
and 
A*+(m-k)-I ~< ri ~< A~., i : 1 . . . . .  k. (13) 
By the case m - k = 1 we know that there exists y such that p(M I (S \ 
y)) = A*. Using now the induction hypothesis, we know that there exists a 
subset A of  S \ y such that 
p( (Ml (SNy) )  IA)  =/3.  
Since (M I (S \ y)) I A = M I A, we get the result. 
5. VECTORIAL  MATROIDS AND GENERAL IZED 
MATRIX FUNCTIONS 
In this section we study matrices that leave invariant on B the value of 
the generalized matrix function d x. The strategy used for this characterization 
is a refinement of the arguments used to prove the corresponding result for 
the determinant function. The results are based on the knowledge of the 
effect on dx(B) of performing an elementary row operation (to add to a row 
another row multiplied by a scalar). Assume that B' is the matrix obtained 
from B after performing this elementary row operation. We start by splitting 
the value of da(B') into the sum 
dx(B' ) = da(B ) + da(C ). 
Then we use the results of Sections 3 and 4 to conclude that C has a rank 
partition that forces dx(C) to be zero. 
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DEFINITION 5.17. Let V be a vector space over an arbitrary field ~:, and 
v 1 . . . . .  v m be vectors of V. We say that the matroid M on {1 . . . . .  m} is the 
vectorial matroid of v 1 . . . . .  %, if a ___ {1 . . . .  , m} is independent in M if and 
only if {vi: i e t~} is linearly independent in V. We denote this matroid by 
Lin(v 1 . . . . .  vm). 
NOTATION. Let B be an m x m matrix over the field H:. We denote by 
L~(B) [Cj(B)] the ith row of B, i=  1 . . . . .  m [the j th column of B, 
j = 1 . . . . .  m]. We denote by Lin(B) [Line(B)] the vectorial matroid 
L in(L l (e)  . . . . .  Lm(n)) [Lin(Cl(n) . . . . .  Cm(e))]. Let i ~ {1 . . . . .  m}. The 
connected component of Lin(B) that contains i is denoted by Vi(B), and 
ki(B) means the covering number of Lin(B) I V v The set of elements of 
L in(e)  that have covering number i, o~-~(Lin(n)), will be denoted by o~-~(n), 
i ~ {1 . . . . .  m}. I f  B has no zero rows, pq(B) denotes the rank of Lin(B) (q), 
q = 1 . . . . .  m and p(B)  denotes the rank partition of Lin(B). Similarly pq(B) 
denotes the rank of Linc(B)(q), and pC(B) denotes the rank partition of 
Linc(B). Let t ~ { 1 . . . . .  m}. The covering number of t in Lin(B) is denoted 
by st(B), or briefly by s t if there is no ambiguity to avoid. 
Let i, j be positive integers such that 1 ~< i, j ~< m. The m X m matrix 
whose (i, j) entry is equal to 1 and remaining entries are 0 will be denoted 
by Eij. 
From now on all the vector spaces are considered over C. Since we deal 
only with C-characters, we are going to refer them simply as characters. It is 
well known that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
irreducible characters of S m and the partitions of m. I f  X is an irreducible 
character of S m, the partition associated with X by the above referred 
correspondence will be denoted by 7r x. Let V be a vector space over C. Let 
A be an irreducible character of a subgroup G of S m. 
Let A = (aij) be an m × m matrix over C. Then 
m 
dx(A) = E A(o') 1-I ai, ~(i), 
o '~G i=1 
is called the generalized matrix function determined by A and A. If  G = S m 
and A = ~ (the alternating character of Sm), then da(A) = det A. If  A = ls~ 
then dA(A) = per A. 
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Let x 1 . . . . .  x m be vectors of V. We denote by x 1 * "" * x m the element 
of ®m V, 
X 1 * . . .  * X m ~ 
A(id) 
A( ) . . .  ® 
This tensor is called a decomposable symmetr ized tensor or the star product 
of the vectors x 1 . . . . .  x m. 
Assume that V has dimension greater than or equal to m. Let r k be the 
largest integer less than m satisfying 
X 1 * " ' "  * X m = 0 whenever pk(L in (x ,  . . . . .  Xm) ) ~< r k. 
It has been proved that, under our assumptions, r k does not depend on the 
vector space V, and it is called the k th index of A. In [6] it was also proved 
that the sequence 
( r  1 + 1, r 2 - r  1 . . . . .  r m- rm_ l )  
is a partition of m. The conjugate partition of this partition, is denoted by 
MP(A) and is called the multil inearity partition of A. 
Finally, in [6] the following theorem was stated: 
THEOREM 5.18. I f  A is an irreducible character o f  S m, then 
MP(A) = 1r x. 
Several people have noted the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5.19. Let A be an irreducible character o f  a subgroup G o f  
S m. Let A be an m ×m matrix over C. I f  A has no zero rows and 
p(A) ~ M P(A)' or A has no zero columns and pC(A) ~ M P(AY, then 
d (a) = 0. 
In [12] the following result was proved. 
THEOREM 5.20. Let X be an irreducible character o f  S m and B be an 
m × m complex matrix with no zero rows. Let the fol lowing two conditions 
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be satisfied: 
(1) p(B) = ~;~; 
(2) there exists q >i ki(B) and an q-transversal T of Lin(B) such that 
j ~ Tand i  ~ T. 
Then for every a ~ C 
d~((~E,j + Zm)B) =~X(B). 
Using Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, we are going to generalize this result. 
THEOREM 5.21. Let )t be an irreducible character of a subgroup G of 
S,,, and let B be an m X m complex matrix with no zero rows such that 
p(B) = MP(AY. Let i , j  ~ {1 . . . . .  m} such that sj(S) > s,(B). Then, for 
every a. ~ C, we have 
d, ( (~, j  + Im)B) = d~(B). 
Proof. The result is trivial when a = 0. Suppose a ~ 0. Let C be the 
m X m matrix obtained from B by replacing Li(B) by aLj(B). Since dx is 
multilinear, it follows that 
Let 
d~((~E,j + zm)s) = d , (s )  + d,(C) .  
M 1 = L in(L l (B)  . . . . .  Lm(B) ,olLj(B)) 
and 
M~ 
We can easily see that 
=MI I ({1  . . . . .  m+ 1} \ i ) .  
M1 I{1 . . . . .  m} - L in(B) .  (15) 
and M 2 is isomorphic to Lin(C), 
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CLAIM 1. Let q be a positive integer. I f  j is a noncoloop of M (q), then 
m + 1 is a noncoloop of M (q). 
Proof. Let ~ '  be a basis of M~ q) such that j ~ ~' .  I f  m + 1 ~ ~,  then 
by definition m + 1 is a noncoloop of M~ q). Assume that m + 1 ~ ~q~. Let 
~q~ = B ~ U ... U B q, 
be a set of partition of ~ '  in independent subsets of M 2. Suppose w.l.o.g, that 
m + 1 ~ B 1 = {m + 1, i 2 . . . . .  i t}.  
Since B 1 is independent, 
{Lm+ 1, Lq . . . . .  Li, }. 
is linearly independent. Therefore 
{Lj, L, 2 . . . . .  L,,} 
is also linearly independent. It follows that B] = [B 1 \ (m + 1)] Uj is an 
independent set of M 2. 
So we conclude that 
,_~' = [,~' \ (m + 1)] Uj 
is a basis of M (q), and m + 1 ~ ,.~'. Then m + i is a noneoloop of M (q). • 
CLAIM 9.. sj(m2) > si(B ). 
Proof. I_~t t = si(B) - 1, and ~ be a circuit of L in(B) (t) such that 
j ~ .  Since sj(B) - 1 >t si(B), we have i ~ .  Therefore ~ is a circuit of  
M~ t), and then j is a noncoloop of M (t). Thus sj(M z) > t. Then 
sj( >t sj( B) > s,(B). 
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Let r = sj(M 2) - 1. Using Claim 1, we have 
pq(M2) = rkulq,({1 . . . . .  m + 1} \ i) 
= rkM~q,({1 . . . . .  m + 1} \ {i, m + 1}) (16) 
for every q ~ r. 
It was already observed that [recall that Lin(B) = M 1 I {1 . . . . .  m}] 
m} xi)  = / rkM'~q'({1 . . . . .  m}) if q<si(B), 
rkMl(q)({ 1 
' ~rRMF,({1 . . . .  m}) - i if q >~s,(B). 
(17) 
Thus 
f Pl(B) if q <s i ,  
pq(M2) = /p , , (B  ) -  1 if q=s,. 
Therefore 
ps,(M2) = [ Pl(M2) - Po(M2)] + ... +[  P,,(M2) - p , _ l (M2) ]  
= p~, (B)  - 1 
< p~,(B) 
= [pl(B)-Po(B)] +'"+[Ps,(B)-Ps,-I(B)]. 
p( M2) ~ p( B). 
Since M~ is isomorphic to Lin(C), we conclude that 
p(C) )~ p( S) = MP(A)' 
Using Theorem 5.19, we have dx(C) = 0 and then (14). 
It follows from (16) that for every q ~< r we have pq(M 2) = rkM~q~({1 . . . . .  m 
+1} \ i )=  rku~q,({1 . . . . .  m} \ i ) .  But, since r>ls~(B) by Claim 2, we 
have, using (17), 
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Let M be a matroid on the set S, and x and y be elements of S 
M 
satisfying q = sx(M) -- sv(M). We say that x ~ y if there exists a q-trans- 
versal T such that x ~ T and y H T. 
THEOREM 5.22. Let A be a character of a subgroup G of S m, and let B 
be an m × m complex matrix with no zero rows such that 
p (B)  = Me(A) ' .  
L in (B)  . 
Let i , j  ~{1 . . . . .  m} such that sj(B) = st(B) and i , j .  
Then, for every a H C, we have 
da((aEq + Im)B ) = dx(B).  
Proof. The result is trivial when a = 0. Suppose a # 0. Let C be the 
m x m matrix obtained from B by replacing Li(B) by aLj(B). Let 
M 1 = L in(L I (B ) . . . . .  nm(S ), aL j (B ) ) ,  
M~=M 1 I({1 . . . . .  m+ 1} \ i ) .  
As before, M 1 I {1 . . . . .  m} is Lin(B) and Mz is isomorphic to Lin(C). Let 
q = s,(B) = sj(n). Let 
p (B)  = (r  1 . . . . .  rm), 
and 
p( M2) = (h 1 . . . . .  hm). 
Then, using Theorem 4.8, we have 
p(l_An(B) I ({1 . . . . .  m} \ i ) )  = ( r l , . . . , rq_ l , r  q - 1, rq+ l . . . . .  rm). 
I f  Sm+ l(M 2) = t we have 
(rl . . . . .  rq-l ,  rq - 1, rq+ 1 . . . . .  rm) = (h 1 . . . . .  h t _ l ,h t -  1, ht+ ~ . . . . .  hm). 
(18) 
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But since there exists a q-transversal T of IAn(B) such that j ~ T and i ~ T, 
we have 
m+ 1 ~clM~(T ) \ T. 
Then t > q. Thus, using (18), we get 
pq(  M 2)  = r i - 1 
J 
q 
j=l  
= pq(B) .  
From this expression we conclude 
o( M2) ~ o( B). 
Since M 2 is isomorphic to Lin(C), we get that 
p(C)  ~ p(B)  = MP(X)'. 
Therefore, using Theorem 5.19, we obtain the result. • 
THEOREM 5.23. Let X be an irreducible character of a subgroup G of 
S m and let B be an m )< m complex matrix with no zero rows satisfying 
p(n) = Me(X)'. I f  i , j  ~ {1,. . . ,  m} and sj(B) > s,(B), then 
(i) p((aE,s + Ira)B) = p(B)  = MP(X)'; 
(ii) st((aEij + Ira)B) = st(B), t = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Proof. (i): Let M = Lin(LI(B) . . . . .  Lm(B), L,(B) + aLj(B)). Then 
M I{1 . . . . .  m} =MI ({1  . . . . .  m+ 1} \ {m+ 1}) =L in (B)  
and M* = M I ({1 . . . . .  m + 1} \ i) is isomorphic to Lin((aEii + Im)B). 
The set {i , j ,m + 1} is a circuit in M. By Theorem 3.5 we have that 
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si(B) = Sm+t(M*) = si((aEij + Im)B). Then pq(B) = pq((OtEij -I- Ira)B) , 
q = 1 . . . . .  m. Thus we have 
p(  n )  = p( (o lE i j  -1- Im)n  ). 
(ii): Immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6. 
NOTATION. Let B be an m × m complex matrix without zero rows. We 
denote by p(B)  the cardinality of  the range of si(B) when i runs over 
{1 . . . . .  m}. Let 
{v 1 . . . . .  Vp(B) } = {si(B ) :i ~ {1 . . . . .  m}}, 
t)l > 1)2 > "" > 1)p(B)" The sequence 
J (n )  = ( l~ l (n ) [  . . . . .  I~vv,(B)( B)I  ) = (l I . . . . .  lp(B) ) 
is an improper partition of m. There exists an m × m permutation matrix P 
such that ~I(PTBP)  = {1 . . . . .  ll}, Jv~(PTBP) = {l~ + 1 . . . . .  l 1 + 12} , etc., 
i.e., 
~,(  pTBp)  = {11 + "" +li_ 1 + 1 . . . . .  l 1 + "'" +li}, i = 1 . . . . .  p(  B) .  
A matrix D with no zero rows such that the ~-(D)'s are the consecutive 
segments of positive integers (like the matrix pTBp before) will be called 
good matrix. We say that a matrix B with no zero columns is column good if 
B T is a good matrix. 
THEOREM 5.24. Let A be an irreducible character of a subgroup G of 
S,,, and B an m × m complex good matrix with no zero rows satisfying 
p (B)  = MP(A)' and oq(B) = ( l l , . . .  , lp~s)). I f  A is p (B)  × p(B)  block ma- 
trix of the form 
A = (a i j )  = 
Ill 0 "" 0 ] 
C21 I12 "" 0 ] • . 
Cp(B)I Cp(B)2 "'" Ilp~B )
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where Cij is an l, × lj matrix, then 
dx( AB) = dx( B). 
Proof. 
CLAIM. The matrix A can be written as a product of rnatrices of the form 
otEij q- I~ withj  < i and sj(B) > si(B). 
Proof. The 1 × 1 case is trivial. Observe that 
A = I-I (al~+i,lEl,+i,1 + lm , (19) 
i=1  
where A 1 is the principal submatrix of A lying in rows and columns 2 . . . . .  m. 
By the induction hypothesis A 1 can be written as a product of matrices of 
the form aEij + Ira_ 1 with j < i and sj+l(B) > Si+l(B). Therefore, using 
(19), we get the claim. • 
The result follows now from claim and Theorems 5.21 and 5.21. • 
EXAMPLE. Let X be the character of S 4 whose associated partition is 
(2, 12). The values of X are given in the following table: 
Class Value 
14 3 
2112 -- 1 
3111 0 
4 1 
22 - -1  
Let B be the 4 × 4 matrix 
B = 
11] 
1 1 
2 2 " 
2 0 
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Then p(B)= (3, 1 )= (2, lzY and s 1 
have dx(B)  = 6 and 
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=2,  s 2=2,  s~=2,  and s 4=1.We 
1 looo  1 o [ 111 o i 
B =d x = 6. dx 0 0 1 1 2 
-1  -1  0 0 0 - 
REMARKS. 
1. The theorems we have proved in this section have a special interest- 
ing version for the particular case of G = Sm. In this case (as we have 
mentioned in Theorem 5.18), in the statements of the results we presented 
before we can replace the multilinearity partition MP(A) by the partition Ira 
associated with A. Theorem 5.25 shows this special version• 
2. Using the right versions of the arguments we have used before and 
the vectorial matroid Line(B) of the columns of B, we can state column 
versions of the former theorems; see Theorem 5.26. 
THEOREM 5.25. Let X be an irreducible character of Sin, and B be an 
m × m complex good matrix with no zero rows satisfying p (B)  = lr~ and 
J (B )  = (l x . . . . .  lp(B)). I f  A is a p (B)  × p(B)  block matrix of  the fo rm 
A = (ai j )  = 
It~ 0 "" 0 ] 
C21 It~ "'" 0 ] • • 
Cp(B)I Cp(B)2 "" II~(B )
where Cij is an li × lj matrix, then 
dx( An) = B). 
THEOREM 5.26. Let A be an irreducible character of  a subgroup G of  
S m, and B an m × m complex column good matrix with no zero columns 
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satisfying p(B T) = MP( AY and ~gr(B T) = (d 1 . . . . .  dp(Br)). I f  A is a p(B r )  
× p(B T) block matrix of the form 
A T = (aij) = 
Id, 0 ... 0 ] 
C~1 Ie~ "" 0 
LCp(sr)l Cp(BT)2 "'" Idv(B ) 
where C~j is a d~ × dj matrix, then 
dx(BA) = d)t (B ) .  
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